Strategies for reliable and improved large-scale production of Pyrococcus furiosus with integrated purification of hydrogenase I.
The hyperthermophilic archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus is an interesting organism for research and application, especially owing to its unique NADPH-dependent hydrogenase I. However, mass production of P. furiosus through fermentation is susceptible to fault because of its sensitivity to oxygen, a short exponential and stationary phase and a rapid cell lysis in typical cultivation process. In this study, significant improvement for pilot plant scale production processes for P. furiosus biomass was made by investigations of the fermentation process with subsequent hydrogenase I enzyme purification. Scale-up in a 300-L stirred tank bioreactor was successfully achieved. A repeated-batch cultivation process with high reproducibility and productivity was realized. Furthermore, the enzyme hydrogenase I was purified, and its activity tested and verified. The improvements in this production process for the production of large amount of P. furiosus biomass and hydrogenase I have been achieved, especially by successfully implementing the following key measures and steps: unsterile cultivation setup, skipping typical intermediate preculture and inoculation steps, accelerating the cultivation process by defining an optimal state of the inoculation, optimal time point of biomass harvesting and finally by choosing a one-step purification procedure for enzyme recovery.